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Abstract 

A reversible information hiding scheme that is suitable 

for embedding small amounts of data is proposed in this 

paper. The secret data are transformed to base-k data stream, 

and each number is embedded into a pixel pair if the pixels’ 

difference is within a certain range. Referring a pre-

determined table, the gray values of the pixel pair are 

modified so as to carry the secret number. In order to 

distinguish the secret-carry pairs from no-secret-carry pairs, 

the differences of the pixel pairs without secret data 

embedded are expanded by modification of the difference 

histogram. The proposed information hiding scheme has 

flexible embedding capacity and low overhead. The peak 

signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is greater than those of 

existing methods that are based on histogram modification 

when the embedding capacity is low. Experimental results 

showed that the proposed scheme provides good 

embedding performances for small amounts of embedded 

data. 

Keywords: Histogram modification, reference table, 

reversible, steganography 

1  Introduction 

Image hiding techniques embed imperceptible secret 

messages into cover images, allowing the secret messages 

to be transmitted without being perceived. In order to hide 

such an imperceptible secret message in the cover image, 

the embedding algorithm modifies the pixels’ gray values, 

thereby producing a stego image. The modification of the 

cover image decreases its quality, but, due to the video 

redundancy, it is difficult for anyone to perceive the 

presence of the embedded information. At the receiver side, 

an extraction algorithm reads the stego image and extracts 

the embedded message. The security of an image hiding 

technique lies in the imperceptibility of the existence of the 

embedded message. Therefore, when embedding a secret 

message, the effectiveness of the embedding algorithm is 

determined by its ability to minimize the distortion to the 

cover image. 

Information hiding can be processed either in the 

frequency domain or in the spatial domain. Usually, for 

hiding schemes based on the frequency transform [13, 20], 

either the discrete cosine transform (DCT) or the discrete 

wavelet transform (DWT) is performed to the cover image. 

The secret message is embedded into the frequency 

coefficients. Hiding in the frequency domain can provide a 

better quality to the stego image, but the frequency 

transform decreases the quality of the image, and the 

damage is permanent. 

In addition to hiding in the frequency domain, there are 

other schemes that hide messages in the spatial domain of 

the cover image, such as least significant bit (LSB) 

replacement [12], dynamic running code [21], wet paper 

code [5], and the matrix embedding method [3]. A common 

goal of all these methods is high embedding efficiency, i.e., 

the quantity of embedded bits per modification to the cover 

image. High embedding efficiency leads to high security of 

the steganographic scheme. In 2006, Zhang and Wang 

proposed an exploiting modification direction (EMD) 

method for hiding information in images [22]. In this 

scheme, a reference table with elements that vary from 0 to 

1k   is required, and the secret message is transformed to a 

base- k  data sequence. When embedding, first, a pair of 

gray values of two consecutive pixels in the cover image is 

located on a point in the reference table. By searching the 

next-to-embed secret number around the point in the table, 

the minimum modification to the pixel pair that is required 

to carry the secret number can be found. This method 
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improves the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of the stego 

image to a large extent. Chang et al. proposed a hiding 

scheme that uses a Sudoku table as the reference table [2]. 

This scheme finds the modification to the pixel pair in a 

Sudoku table to embed a base-9 secret number. 

Subsequently, many studies have focused on the 

optimization of table-based hiding methods, and many 

novel approaches that enhance the PSNR of the stego 

image have been proposed [7, 8, 9]. 

The embedding schemes mentioned above provide 

high-quality images with large embedding capacity, but the 

cover image cannot be restored after the secret has been 

extracted. In 2002, Fridrich proposed a lossless data hiding 

scheme that can restore the cover image after the secret has 

been extracted [6]. As a result, lossless data hiding, which 

is also referred to as reversible data hiding, has attracted the 

attention of many researchers. Generally speaking, 

reversible data hiding can be classified into the following 

three classes, according to the embedding algorithms that 

are used: 

1 Difference expansion (DE) schemes [1, 18]: By 

expanding the difference of two consecutive pixels, one 

secret bit can be embedded into the expanded difference. 

The embedding capacity of DE methods can be changed 

in a large range by varying the embedding threshold, 

but the pixel pairs that carry embedded secret bits must 

be recorded in order to restore the cover image. 

Therefore, the overhead information of DE methods 

includes a location map and the original LSBs of some 

pixels in the cover image; this is a huge amount of 

information, and it must be compressed by complicated 

computations. 

2 Prediction-based schemes [11, 19]: Using the relevance 

of neighboring pixels, the pixel’s gray value can be 

predicted by its neighbors. Using the difference 

between the predicted value and the actual value of a 

pixel, a secret bit can be embedded. The embedding 

capacity of a prediction-based scheme is dynamic. 

Since the prediction expansion may cause overflow and 

underflow for some pixels, overhead information is 

required to mark these pixels. 

3 Histogram modification schemes [4, 10, 14]: By 

changing the histogram distribution of a cover image, 

the secret bits can be embedded into the pixels that 

occur most often in the image. Histogram modification 

schemes usually require less overhead, which includes 

the peak points, the zero points, overflow pixels, and 

underflow pixels. But the embedding capacity usually is 

low and depends on the histogram distribution of the 

cover image. If there are insufficient zero points in the 

histogram, the embedding capacity will be low. In 2009, 

Tai et al. proposed an embedding scheme based on 

modification of the difference histogram, which 

improved the embedding capacity significantly [17]. 

In this paper, a reversible embedding scheme based on 

modification of the difference histogram and the reference 

table is proposed. The proposed scheme provides extremely 

high quality to the stego image with a low capacity, which 

is suitable for the applications of small amounts of secret 

data with a high-quality stego image, such as copyright 

protection [16] and image authentication [15]. The 

remaining paper is organized as follows. The novel scheme 

is proposed in Section 2. The experimental results and 

comparisons with existing schemes based on histogram 

modification are provided in Section 3. Conclusions are 

given in Section 4. 

2  Proposed Scheme 

In this section, a reversible steganographic scheme that has 

low overhead is proposed. The proposed scheme uses a 

reference table to embed a secret number into two 

consecutive pixels in the cover image. 

2.1  Reference Table 

The reference table is used to decide the modification to the 

pixel pair of the cover image, according to the secret 

number. Assuming that the base of the steganographic 

system is k , the reference table, T , can be constructed as 

follows: 

 

256 256

B B

T B B



 
 


 
  

, (1) 

where B  is the sub-block of the reference table, which is a 

k k  matrix, as shown below: 

 

0 1 1

1 0 2

1 1 0

k

k k
B

k

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

, (2) 

Equation (1) shows that the reference table is constructed 

by circulating B  in both horizontal and vertical directions. 

The size of T  is 256 256 , which is the dynamic range of 

the pixels’ gray values. 

Using Equations (1) and (2), the reference table can be 

constructed as shown in Figure 1. 

The lookup-table function, T, is: 

  T , , , [0,255]z x y x y  , (3) 

where x and y are the x - and y - coordinates in Figure 1, z 

is the value with coordinates (x, y) in the table, and 

[0, 1]z k  . 
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2.2  Difference Histogram Shift 

The proposed steganography embeds a secret number s into 

two adjacent pixels, 1 2( , )c cp p , where 1

cp  and 2

cp  are the 

gray values of the two pixels, and [0, 1]s k  . A pixel pair 

is looked as embeddable if their difference, d, satisfies that 

min maxd d d  . After embedding, the secret-carry pairs 

may be confused with the pairs that have no secret 

embedded. In order to avoid this confusion, all of the pixel 

pairs with differences that satisfy mind d  or maxd d  are 

expanded by the difference histogram shift operation. 

First, the differences of all the pixel pairs in the cover 

image are computed in order to obtain the difference matrix, 

D. The dynamic range of the elements in D is [ 255,255] . 

Then, the histogram of D is constructed, which is the 

difference histogram of the original cover image. In the 

difference histogram, the location at which the frequency is 

0 is called the ‘zero point’, and the location at which the 

difference is 0 is called the ‘center’ in this paper. In order 

to embed the secret message, a series of zero points near 

the center are needed. To obtain these zero points, we will 

first find gl  zero points that are nearest to the center on the 

left side of the difference histogram, and gl  is: 

 min

1

2

k
gl d k

 
   

 
, (4) 

where x  denotes the absolute value of x and x    denotes 

the largest integer smaller than x. The difference values of 

the gl  zero points are denoted as 1

lzp , 2

lzp ,…, l

glzp  

( 1 2

l l l

glzp zp zp   ). After that, we shift the values on 

the left side of the difference histogram to these gl  zero 

points. For the pixel pair with a difference d satisfying 

1

l l

i izp d zp    ( 1,2, , 1i gl  ), the gray value of the 

second pixel is subtracted by i. For the pixel pair that has a 

difference smaller than 0 and larger than l

glzp , subtract gl  

from the second pixel’s gray value. For the pixel pair that 

has a difference smaller than 1

lzp , do not make any 

modification of the pixels. 

On the right side of the difference histogram, find the 

gr  zero points that are nearest to the center, and gr  is: 

 max

1

2

k
gr d k

 
   

 
, (5) 

where x    denotes the smallest integer larger than x. The 

difference values of the gr  zero points are denoted as 1

rzp , 

2

rzp ,…, r

grzp  ( 1 2

r r r

grzp zp zp   ). We shift the values 

on the right side of the difference histogram to these gr  

zero points. For the pixel pair with a difference d satisfying 

1

r r

i izp d zp    ( 1,2, , 1i gr  ), the gray value of the 

second pixel is added by gr i . For the pixel pair that has 

a difference larger than 0 and smaller than 1

rzp , add gl  to 

the second pixel’s gray value. For the pixel pair that has a 

difference larger than r

grzp , do not modify the pixels in any 

way. By this means, the differences of all the confused 

pairs are expanded, leaving the locations that satisfy 

min ( 1) 2 0d k k d       and max0 ( 1) 2d d k k       

empty in the difference histogram. Figure 2 shows an 

example of difference histogram shift with min max 0d d   

and 4k  . 

Notice that during the process of difference histogram 

shift, if the pixel pair’s difference satisfies that 

1

l l

i izp d zp    ( 1,2, , 1i gl  ) and 2

cp i , the 

phenomenon of underflow will occur. If the pixel pair’s 

difference satisfies that 1

r r

i izp d zp    ( 1,2, , 1i gr  ) 

and 2 255cp i  , the phenomenon of overflow will occur. 

The coordinates of both the underflow and overflow pixels 

should be recorded for the use of restoring the cover image. 
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Figure 2: Example of difference histogram shift 
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Figure 1: Reference table 
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2.3  Embedding Algorithm 

The proposed steganography embeds a secret number into 

two adjacent pixels, 1 2( , )c cp p , if the difference between the 

two pixels’ gray values, 2 1

c cd p p  , satisfies that 

min maxd d d  , where mind  and maxd  are pre-determined 

parameters. The embeddable pixel pair can be composed of 

two adjacent pixels that are located in the horizontal 

direction or the vertical direction. Therefore, first, the entire 

cover image will be scanned, and the direction that 

provides the most embeddable pairs will be chosen for 

embedding.  

Assume that the embeddable pixel pair 1 2( , )c cp p  is 

modified to 1 2( , )s sp p  by the embedding algorithm. In the 

proposed embedding scheme, the first pixel in a pair is 

always unchanged, therefore, 1 1

s cp p , and the second 

pixel is modified to 2

sp  so as to satisfy 1 2T( , )s ss p p , with 

the restriction that: 

 2 1

1 1

2 2

s sk k
dk p p dk

    
       
   

, (6) 

where 2 1

c cd p p  . 

Equation (6) actually divides the modification to the 

pixel pair’s difference into max mind d  intervals in the 

reference table, as shown in Figure 3. Each interval 

includes k  numbers, varying from 0 to 1k  . For the pixel 

pair, 1 2( , )c cp p , with difference d , the second pixel, 2

cp , is 

modified to 2

sp  by the following rules (noting that 

1 1

s cp p ): 

1 If 0d   and min maxd d d  , the second pixel, 2

cp , is 

modified to 2

sp , which satisfies 1 2T( , )s ss p p  and 

2 1 ( 1) 2 , ( 1) 2s sp p k k            . The interval 

( 1) 2 , ( 1) 2k k            is defined as the center 

modification interval, denoted as MI_C. 

2 If 0d   and min maxd d d  , the second pixel, 2

cp , is 

modified to 2

sp , which satisfies 1 2T( , )s ss p p  and 

2 1 ( 1) 2 , ( 1) 2s sp p dk k dk k              . These 

intervals, ( 1) 2 , ( 1) 2dk k dk k             , are 

defined as left modification intervals, denoted as 

1MI_L , 2MI_L , …, MI_Lgl . 

3 If 0d   and min maxd d d  , the second pixel, 2

cp , is 

modified to 2

sp , which satisfies 1 2T( , )s ss p p  and 

2 1 ( 1) 2 , ( 1) 2s sp p dk k dk k              . These 

intervals, ( 1) 2 , ( 1) 2dk k dk k             , are 

defined as right modification intervals, denoted as 

1MI_R , 2MI_R , …, MI_R gr . 

Notice that for an embeddable pair with difference of 

d , if 0d   and 1 ( 1) 2cp dk k     , the situation of 

underflow may occur; if 0d   and 

 1 255 ( 1) 2cp dk k      , the situation of overflow 

may occur. Therefore, these two kinds of pixel pairs are not 

embeddable. 

The overhead information of the proposed scheme is 

shown in Table 1. The embedding direction is embedded 

into the first pixel of the cover image. Since the possible 

direction is either horizontal or vertical, one bit is required 

to indicate the embedding direction. Then, the length of the 

overhead is attached. The third part is the difference values 

of the zero points in the difference histogram. Since the 

pixel pairs that have differences that satisfy min maxd d d   

are embeddable, and each value of d  requires a difference 

interval with the width of k  for embedding, 

max min( 1) 1k d d    continuous zero points round the 

center in the difference histogram are required for 

histogram shift. The last two parts of the overhead are the 

coordinates of the overflow and underflow pixels, which 

depend on the histogram distribution of the cover image. 

Table 1 shows that the length of the overhead of the 

proposed scheme is short. 

The detailed procedures of secret embedding of the 

proposed scheme are listed below: 

 

0
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Figure 3:  Modification intervals for different differences 
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Table 1: Overhead information 

Content Length (bit) 

Scan Direction 1 

Length of Overhead variable 

Zero Points in the Difference Histogram max min8( ( 1) 1)k d d    

Coordinates of the Overflow Pixels variable 

Coordinates of the Underflow Pixels variable 

 

1 Choose the base of the steganographic system, k . 

Transform the secret message into base-k numbers. 

Construct the reference table according to k . 

2 Choose the parameters mind  and maxd . Scan the cover 

image in horizontal and vertical directions to find the 

embeddable pixel pair for which the difference satisfies 

min maxd d d  . The direction that provides the most 

embeddable pairs is chosen as the embedding direction, 

in which the number of embeddable pairs is q . 

3 Compute the differences of all the pixel pairs in the 

embedding direction. Make the histogram of the 

difference matrix. Find the zero points, 1

lzp , 2

lzp ,…, 

l

glzp  and 1

rzp , 2

rzp ,…, r

grzp , in the difference 

histogram, where gl  and gr  are computed by 

Equations (4) and (5), respectively. 

4 Set the initial value 1i   and scan the cover image 

from the second row (or column) in the embedding 

direction. For the pixel pair 1 2( , )c cp p  that has a 

difference d  satisfying 1

l l

i izp d zp    

( 1,2, , 1i gl  ), the gray value of the second pixel, 

2

cp , is subtracted by i . If 2 0cp i  , the second pixel is 

marked as an underflow pixel. After all the pixel pairs 

are scanned, let 1i i  . Repeat Step 4 until i gl  

(assuming that 1 0l

glzp   ). 

5 Set the initial value 1i gr   and scan the cover image 

from the second row (or column) in the embedding 

direction. For the pixel pair 1 2( , )c cp p  that has a 

difference d  satisfying 1

r r

i izp d zp    

( 1,2, , 1i gr  ), the gray value of the second pixel is 

added by gr i . If 2 255cp gr i   , the second pixel 

is marked as an overflow pixel. After all the pixel pairs 

are scanned, let 1i i  . Repeat Step 5 until 0i   

(assuming that 0 0rzp  ). 

6 Embed the overhead information into the first row or 

column of the cover image by LSB replacement. 

7 Scan the cover image from the second row (or column) 

along with the embedding direction. If the pixel pair 

1 2( , )c cp p  satisfies that min 2 1 max

c cd p p d   , take the 

next-to-embed secret number, s , and modify 1 2( , )c cp p  

to 1 2( , )s sp p  so that it satisfies 1 2T( , )s ss p p , 1 1

c sp p , 

and Equation (6). Scan the entire cover image and 

implement the embedding operation for all of the 

embeddable pairs. 

2.4  Extracting and Restoring Algorithm 

At the receiver side, a pixel pair that has a secret number 

embedded can be recognized by checking the pixels’ 

difference. A pixel pair, 1 2( , )s sp p , is considered as a secret-

carry pair if it satisfies the following requirement: 

 min 2 1 max

1 1

2 2

s sk k
d k p p d k

    
       
   

. (7) 

For a secret-carry pair, the secret number can be 

extracted by Equation (3). 

In order to restore the secret-carry pair, first it must be 

determined which interval the pair’s difference belongs to 

so that the pair’s difference, d , in the original image can 

be deduced. Assuming that the restored pixel pair is 

1 2( , )r rp p , it is apparent that 1 1

r sp p  and 2 1

r sp p d  . The 

restoration function for the secret-carry pair is: 

 

1 1 2 1

1
2 1 2

2 1

1
2 1 2

2 1

, , where 

,  if 

, if 

r s r s

s s k

s s

s s k

s s

p p p p d

p p
p p

k
d

p p
p p

k





  

     
 

  
 

      
 

  

. (8) 

After all of the secret numbers are extracted and all the 

secret-carry pairs are restored, the no-secret-carry pairs will 

be restored by the reverse operation of the difference 

histogram shift in the embedding process. The overall 

extraction and restoration procedures of the proposed 

steganography are shown below: 

1 Read the LSB of the first pixel of the stego image to 

determine the scan direction. Extract the information 

about the zero points, underflow pixels, and overflow 

pixels by reading the LSBs of the pixels in the first row 

or column. 

2 Scan the stego image from the second row (or column) 

along with the embedding direction. For a pixel pair 

1 2( , )s sp p , if the pixels’ difference satisfies Equation (7), 

extract the secret number by Equation (3) and modify 

1 2( , )s sp p  to 1 2( , )r rp p  by Equation (8). 

3 Set the initial value i gl  and scan the stego image 

from the second row (or column) in the embedding 

direction. For the pixel pair 1 2( , )s sp p , add i  to 2

sp  if the 

pair satisfies that 2 1 11l s s l

i izp i p p zp       (assuming 

that 1 0l

glzp   ). After all the pixel pairs are scanned, let 

1i i  . Repeat Step 3 until 1i  . 
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Table 2:  bpp vs. PSNR when max min 0d d   

 k = 2 k = 3 k = 4 k = 5 k = 7 

bpp PSNR bpp PSNR bpp PSNR bpp PSNR bpp PSNR 

lena 0.064 53.65 0.10 50.81 0.13 46.88 0.15 44.89 0.18 41.40 

airplane 0.091 52.59 0.14 49.93 0.18 45.96 0.21 44.06 0.25 40.58 

baboon 0.025 53.27 0.04 50.29 0.05 46.35 0.06 44.30 0.07 40.79 

barbara 0.038 53.88 0.06 50.95 0.08 47.01 0.09 44.99 0.11 41.49 

boat 0.057 53.73 0.09 50.83 0.11 46.92 0.13 44.89 0.16 41.40 

girl 0.060 53.90 0.09 50.20 0.12 46.79 0.14 44.28 0.17 40.79 

pepper 0.064 52.78 0.10 50.13 0.13 46.08 0.15 44.20 0.18 40.72 

sailboat 0.035 52.92 0.06 50.01 0.07 46.06 0.08 44.04 0.10 40.54 

tiffany 0.070 53.49 0.11 50.66 0.14 46.75 0.16 44.75 0.20 41.26 

 

4. Set the initial value i gr  and scan the stego image 

from the second row (or column) in the embedding 

direction. For the pixel pair 1 2( , )s sp p , subtract i  from 

2

sp  if the pair satisfies 2 1 1 1r s s r

gr i gr izp p p zp i        

(assuming that 0 0rzp  ). After all the pixel pairs are 

scanned, let 1i i  . Repeat Step 4 until 1i  . 

3  Experimental Results 

The embedding capacity of image hiding can be measured 

by the parameter of bpp (bit per pixel), which depends on 

three factors, i.e., the base ( k ), mind , and maxd , for the 

proposed steganographic scheme. In the following, three 

scenarios with different parameters are simulated. 

Scenario 1: Let max min 0d d  . That is to say, only the 

pixel pair 1 2( , )c cp p  that satisfies 1 2

c cp p  is used for 

embedding. Varying the base of the secret numbers, k , 

different embedding capacity can be obtained. The 

experimental results of embedding capacity vs. PSNR of 

this scenario are shown in Table 2. Some original images 

and the stego images with 4k   are shown in Figure 4. 

Scenario 2: Let max 1d
 and min 1 d

. That is to say, 

the pixel pair 1 2( , )c cp p  that satisfies 2 11 1c cp p     is 

used for embedding. The experimental results of 

embedding capacity vs. PSNR of this scenario are shown in 

Table 3. Some original images and the stego images with 

5k  are shown in Figure 5. 

Scenario 3: Let max 2d   and min 2d   . That is to say, 

the pixel pair 1 2( , )c cp p  that satisfies 2 12 2c cp p     is 

used for embedding. The experimental results of 

embedding capacity vs. PSNR of this scenario are shown in 

Table 4. Some original images and the stego images with 

5k   are shown in Figure 6. 

The lengths of overhead information of the above three 

scenarios are listed in Table 5, where the numbers are 

denoted in decimal form. Table 5 shows that the overhead 

of the proposed scheme is quite low. 

 

Hiding schemes based on histogram modification 

usually have low overhead and low embedding capacity. 

Figure 7 compares the results of the proposed scheme with 

existing hiding schemes based on histogram modification, 

i.e., Ni’s scheme, Fallahpour et al.’s scheme, and Tai et 

al.’s scheme. In the experiments, the parameters of k , 

maxd  and mind  of the proposed scheme that provide the 

highest PSNR were chosen for each embedding capacity. 

Ni’s scheme and Fallahpour et al.’s scheme are based on 

histogram modification, the embedding capacities of which 

depend on the histogram distribution, therefore, the 

capacity cannot be changed flexibly. The proposed scheme 

has better PSNR performance than the two other schemes. 

Tai et al.’s scheme is based on difference histogram 

modification, which has flexible embedding capacity but 

cannot embed with low capacity even with the smallest 

threshold. The experimental results showed that the 

proposed scheme has a better performance than Tai et al.’s 

scheme when the embedding capacity is lower than 

approximately 0.12. 

 

                         (a)                                   (b) 

 

                         (c)                                   (d) 

Figure 4: Experimental results with 4k   and 

max min 0d d   

(a) original image --- Lena      (b) stego image --- Lena 

(c) original image --- airplane (d) stego image --- airplane 
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Table 3:  bpp vs. PSNR when max 1d   and min 1d    

 k = 3 k = 5 k = 7 k = 9 k = 11 

bpp PSNR bpp PSNR bpp PSNR bpp PSNR bpp PSNR 

lena 0.27 40.00 0.40 35.03 0.48 31.89 0.55 29.59 0.60 27.77 

airplane 0.34 39.50 0.50 34.51 0.60 31.36 0.68 29.06 0.74 27.24 

baboon 0.10 38.66 0.15 33.77 0.18 30.66 0.21 28.37 0.23 26.57 

barbara 0.17 39.63 0.25 34.71 0.30 31.59 0.34 29.30 0.37 27.49 

boat 0.26 39.92 0.38 35.00 0.46 31.83 0.51 29.53 0.56 27.71 

pepper 0.27 39.30 0.40 34.37 0.48 31.25 0.54 28.97 0.59 27.18 

sailboat 0.16 38.61 0.23 33.70 0.28 30.58 0.31 28.29 0.34 26.48 

tiffany 0.29 39.92 0.42 34.95 0.51 31.81 0.58 29.51 0.63 27.69 

 

 

Table 4:  bpp vs. PSNR when max 2d   and min 2d    

 k = 3 k = 5 k = 7 k = 9 k = 11 

bpp PSNR bpp PSNR bpp PSNR bpp PSNR bpp PSNR 

lena 0.41 36.20 0.60 31.32 0.72 28.21 0.82 25.92 0.89 24.11 

airplane 0.47 35.87 0.68 30.95 0.83 27.83 0.94 25.53 1.02 23.72 

baboon 0.17 34.15 0.24 29.41 0.29 26.35 0.33 24.10 0.36 22.32 

barbara 0.27 35.40 0.39 30.59 0.48 27.52 0.54 25.27 0.58 23.52 

boat 0.39 36.07 0.57 31.20 0.69 28.10 0.78 25.82 0.85 24.04 

pepper 0.41 35.57 0.60 30.71 0.72 27.64 0.81 25.39 0.88 23.61 

sailboat 0.24 34.30 0.36 29.52 0.43 26.46 0.49 24.19 0.53 22.39 

tiffany 0.43 36.21 0.63 31.31 0.76 28.19 0.86 25.91 0.93 24.15 

 

 

 

  

 

                        (a)                                     (b) 

 

(c)                                     (d) 

Figure 6:  Experimental results with 5k  , max 2d   and 

min 2d    

(a) original image --- Lena      (b) stego image --- Lena 

(c) original image --- airplane (d) stego image --- airplane 

 

                         (a)                                     (b) 

 

                         (c)                                     (d) 

Figure 5:  Experimental results with 5k  , max 1d   and 

min 1d    

(a) original image --- Lena      (b) stego image --- Lena 

(c) original image --- airplane (d) stego image --- airplane 
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Table 5:  Overhead information 

  lena airplane baboon pepper sailboat 

2k   

max 0d   

min 0d   

Scan direction vertical vertical horizontal horizontal horizontal 

Quantity of Left zero points 0 0 0 0 0 

Quantity of Right zero points 1 1 1 1 1 

Quantity of overflow pixels 0 0 0 0 0 

Quantity of underflow pixels 0 0 0 0 0 

3k   

max 1d   

min 1d    

Scan direction vertical horizontal horizontal horizontal horizontal 

Quantity of Left zero points 4 4 4 4 4 

Quantity of Right zero points 4 4 4 4 4 

Quantity of overflow pixels 0 0 0 0 0 

Quantity of underflow pixels 0 0 0 60 0 

5k   

max 2d   

min 2d    

Scan direction vertical horizontal horizontal horizontal horizontal 

Quantity of Left zero points 12 12 12 12 12 

Quantity of Right zero points 12 12 12 12 12 

Quantity of overflow pixels 0 0 0 0 0 

Quantity of underflow pixels 0 0 15 1476 0 

4  Conclusions 

A reversible information hiding scheme based on a 

reference table and difference histogram modification is 

proposed in this paper. The base- k  secret numbers are 

embedded into the pixel pairs that have differences that are 

within a certain range. The proposed reversible hiding 

scheme has the following advantages: (1) low overhead, (2) 

the ability to change the embedding capacity arbitrarily by 

varying the base and the thresholds, and (3) higher PSNR 

than existing schemes when the embedding capacity is low. 

Therefore, the proposed scheme is very suitable for 

embedding small amounts of data. 
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